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Abstract 

Chi ld ' s sense o f place in contrast to that o f an adult is subjected to a series o f major 

changes in terms o f its structure for understanding o f its dimensions o f space. It depends 

upon the capacity o f the mental structure o f the child relating to the developing stage, 

which he exists. 

The two entities the child and his mental structure and his sense o f place about the 

environment are engaged in an everlasting interaction which leads towards the whole 

process o f childhood. Though the degree o f fulfilment of spatial needs o f child depends 

upon the nature o f his conception o f space. 

The interaction between the child and the environment, the spatial needs of the 

childhood is the uppermost basic human need, which is essential to be fulfilled. This 

complex correlation is identified and analysed through a theoretical approach in this 

study. 

Firstly the influences of child's personality and his development according to the nature 

of his early experiences are identified. Then the factors helping to bring a proper 

fulfilment o f chi ld 's spatial needs are identified secondly. Finally, theoretically 

established framework is applied to the pre school environment, to the school and the 

children. 

The lack o f presence of such spatial conditions are identified through the comparison, in 

order to provide a broader insight in pre school life. Therefore it is useful for designing 

"a place o f children" where the spirit, power and the resources o f our future society 

occurs. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Architecture creates a meaningful physical environment wi th l ivable places where 

people feel comfortable, both physically and psychological ly. Thus it can be said that 

the physical environment has an impact on the human mind. This is further strengthened 

by J. Nob le ' s words. He says 

" A s architects w e help to shape people 's future behaviour by the environment w e 

create" 

J. Nobel , 1974 

This impact or influence is greater on children, because children a lways learn to 

interpret and draw out meanings from the environment around them and those 

experiences become his own teacher. During formative years o f chi ld ' s life, the 

environment shapes him physically and mentally, thereby what he wi l l become and how 

he will function as an adult. 

Therefore as the first socially common environment, the pre-school is considered as one 

of the most important place where the future society represents. Arnold Gesel l stated in 

1923, that, because pre school is likely to be the first experience outside the home, it s 

influences wil l be a powerful one; it inevitably influences all subsequent development. 

The planing o f urban communities and their haphazard development however separate 

the visible relationship o f their day to day events in houses, schools, work ing places and 

recreational areas which w e have traditional communities. A l s o the urban family life is 

more fragmented with a competitive and busy lifestyle. These reasons cause to serve a 

much more restricted life for our children. Child psychologists firmly predict that 

environments create problems in childhood, such as physical and mental illness. 

" A l l children unless physically ill, have spontaneous gaiety. W h e n their inherent 

curiosity and gaiety are crushed or limited by their l iving conditions, their vital creative 

desire may also be crushed." 

Pulaski M . A . S., 1980 
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Children represent our future. Unless they grow into creative, educated human beings 

w e are all impoverished and there is little hope for the future. In making our choices 

on the allocation o f limited material resources, w e should affirm our be l ie f and 

commitment to the future by investing our finest resource -our children" 

Heselt ing P. 

A s a further explanation, the spatial needs o f children are very important to identity 

the development process o f children in terms of providing a conducive environment 

for their act o f learning. 

In this dissertation it is interested to explore the decisions for having proper designs o f 

pre schools not only to satisfy the physical comfort but also the psychologica l comfort 

as well as satisfying the spatial needs for the development o f childhood. 

In the first chapter it is discussed about the various theories which based on chi ld ' s 

early experiences and the influences for their development process. It is identified that 

the physical environment has a positive impact on child 's development. 

The second chapter considered how the development process go on with their 

interconnected spatial relationships of childhood. 

Then thirdly, the pre school environment is examined with the spatial needs o f 

children in related to the pre school education goals. 

Finally two selected urban pre school environments are explored through the 

established framework which is discussed earlier. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

T H E D E V E L O P M E N T OF C H I L D H O O D 

"The child is the constructor and builder of the adult 'the father of the man '; if you ask 

yourself who has given me this power, this intelligence, this knowledge which I have? 

The answer is "It is the child that has made me into what I am. " 

Thalakiriyawa, 1994. 
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C H A P T E R O N E : D E V E L O P M E N T O F C H I L D H O O D 

1 .1 . T H E O R I E S U S E D IN T H E S T U D Y O F C H I L D R E N 

knowledge of the existence of the 

world or of himself. His innate 

behaviour patterns are exercised in 

nature of things he acts upon. 

environment and modified bv the 

At birth, the infant has no 

Richmond; 1970: 13 

There are many theories on how a child's experiences intluence on his adult life. Each 

of them emphasises different aspects about their experiences. Different theories state 

different aspects of behaviour and occurred varying degrees of importance to certain life 

experiences. 

Nevertheless, each theory contributes for the understanding of the childhood and each 

gives us a fund of insight on children. These development stages can be understood by 

many viewpoints of psychologists, such as psychologically, sociologically and 

biologically. 

1.1.1 Psychoana ly t i c Theory - S igmond Freud, 1965. 

The Psychoanalytic theory is concerned with what people think, feel, dream and 

fantasise. His theory stresses the vital role of early childhood experiences in determining 

certain patterns of behaviour of life. 

" The psychoanalytic point of view can be considered a biological theory of personality 

although its drives must be considered within their social context. The theory maintains 

that unless the basic drives for the need for food, warmth, love and security are gratified 

during early interactions, a child leave infancy with a certain degree of fixation" 

(fixation-might impair a child's ability to adapt and adjust to life situations) 

- Donald C. Dinkmeyer, 1965 :25 



Freud bel ieved that the developmental process is consisted o f a series o f four fixed 

stages, through which every child pass in a sequential order unless he become fixated 

and consequently regressed instead of progressing to the next stage. 

T h e individual has impulse to use energy beyond the realm o f known physical process. 

This is known as psychic energy. It can be used as the child moves from developmental 

stage to stage. 

In this theory, the personality or the behavioural patterns progresses from the oral stage 

to the anal, to the genital and to the latent stage in childhood. The experiences that occur 

during each period are believed, to affect an individual 's character traits manifested 

throughout the life. Freud stresses the decisive role o f early infancy and childhood in 

defining the basic personality structure of the individual. These four stages designated 

by Freud can be summarised as below. 

First stage is a period of lifetime of maximum passive dependency by the act o f sucking. 

The second period is the 'anal ' which occurs, when the child is prepared to control his 

excretory processes. During this stage the child must co-ordinate the impulses o f 

retention and elimination. This is the greatest most important period of development o f 

childhood. His developing abilities relate with his continuing need for love, security etc. 

This period finds the child striving for mastery o f his external world. 

The third, 'genital ' stage is when a child becomes aware o f the genital differences. It has 

been characterised as the period when a child is most aware o f his love for parents. 

In the latency stage, the child diverts some o f his primary love attention to people 

outside the home. Initial repression seem to arise at this stage, which is also the time 

w h e n the child extends his interest towards his peers more than any other stage. And 

this is the period that child becomes involved in education, society and the development 

o f his o w n moral conscience. 

A c c o r d i n g to this theory a child passes through a series o f stages and each o f them are 

characterised by emphasis on a particular desires such as love, security those act as 

motivat ing forces. This motives influence to the reasons o f human behaviour, according 

to his explanations. 
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1.1.2 Psychosocial theory- Erik Erikson, 1970. 

Erik Erikson, a psychoanalyst in the field o f child development, developed this theory. 

His theory states that there are psychosocial states o f development in w h i c h the 

individual must establish new basic orientation to himself as wel l as to his social world. 

He says that the personality develops continuously throughout the life cycle . The 

individual 's personality or the behaviour pattern is in a constant motion; it is a lways 

redeveloping itself. 

Erikson has introduced eight specific development stages from birth to old age and each 

one has a positive and negative component. Development according to Erikson is a 

continuous process in which each stage has an equally important part for the 

continuation. Each stage finds its antecedent in the previous stage and its ultimate 

solution in the subsequent stages. It may be helpful here to give a general description of 

these eight stages that has a frame of relevance in the field of child development. 

The first stage is comparing the ages from birth to about one-year, is characterised by a 

sense o f trust V s mistrust. The degree to which a child comes to trust or mistrust others 

is determined to a greater extent upon the quality o f care he receives. That will help to 

develop the child 's emotions about the security, protection and love. 

The second stage, from about two to three years o f age, is characterised in terms o f 

autonomy V s doubt. These are years during which the child discovers new motor and 

mental abilities in terms o f relative activities. If parents recognise the chi ld ' s need to 

exercise his capacities and exercise them at his own pace, the child will develop a sense 

o f autonomy; if the parents ignore or discourage this stage, the child will begin to doubt. 

Erikson sees the third stage, from the ages of four to five, in terms o f initiative V s guilt. 

A t this age, a child has control of his body and initiates motor activities as we l l as 

fantasy and language activities. If he is told that the activities are senseless or futile he 

develops a sense o f guilt about having initiated them. 

In the fourth stage, from ages six to eleven years, industry V s inferiority are the 

dominant feelings. If g rowing curiosity is encouraged, the child will develop a sense o f 

industry; if sense o f industry is discouraged, he will feel inferior. 



A g e s twelve to eighteen, the adolescent years, constitute the fifth stage in which the 

feelings o f identity V s role confusion are important. The adolescent's degree o f identity 

is determined by the degree to which he can bring together all the things he has learned 

about himself and integrate his different roles into a whole that shows continuity with 

the past, while preparing for the future; In short his degree o f identity is determined by 

his degree o f integrative ability. 

The sixth stage o f young adulthood is seen in terms o f intimacy V s isolation. According 

to Erikson, intimacy is ones ability to share with and care about another person without 

fear o f losing oneself in the process. If intimacy is not achieved, then a feeling of 

isolation is resulted. 

The seventh stage constitutes middle age and is characterised by a sense o f generativeiy 

has been defined as concern for people beyond the immediate family group. Lack of this 

concern may result in making personnel needs one's primary concern. 

The final stage is old age in which a sense integrity V s despair is characteristic. Integrity 

results from an "individual's ability to look back on his life satisfaction; those who 

cannot and who have regrets in life have a sense o f despair". 

Erikson intentionally describe of each stage with the phrase 'sense o f because it is the 

feeling o f having achieved or failed to achieve a sense o f trust autonomy, or any o f the 

others that is the most important determining factors for development is subsequent 

stages. Ach iev ing a positive 'sense o f is the most important question for the individual. 

In the study o f child development these are the hidden hints of the reasons o f their 

personality or behavioural patterns. 



EHIK SON S 6 T ACES 
Ot PERSONALITY 

DEVELOPMENT 

Fi"ure. 1. 

Source: Children Development and relationship, 1967; 2 

1.1.3 Deve lopment of Psychology Theory - J ean Piaget, 1966: 

Jean Piaget explains in his theory, about the developmental psychology of childhood. In 

his theory, theoretical and experimental investigations of the developmental stages are 

stressed. 

He has developed a highly original theory of intellectual and perceptual development. 

He has shared the child's language, reasoning, moral judgement, cognitive structure and 

intellectual development through careful and extensive observation of the child's 

spontaneous behaviour. 

Piaget has postulated the existence of cognitive structure and intellectual and the old is 

adapted to the new. He has defined a succession of development stages for given 

behaviour. These stages emerge in an unchanging and constant order. Each stage 

incorporates with the preceding stage and each is characterised by an initial period of 
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preparation and a final period of achievement. Piaget perceives stages o f development 

as four periods o f invariant sequence. 

T h e first o f these periods, from the birth o f the infant to the ages o f one year, to one and 

half or two years, is that the sensory-motor intelligence in which the child moves from 

egocentrism to differentiation of self and object. This is a period o f development in the 

perception o f space, time, imitation and causality. During this period the child is able to 

link success ive perceptual status one by one. 

The second period, the per-conceptual or pre-operational which occurs between the ages 

o f about two and four years. The primary achievements o f this period are imitation, play 

and language development. It is during this period that a child's representational 

thoughts first emerge. Representational thoughts has the capacity for symbolically 

organizing a set o f separate events, and these thoughts are free from the limits o f 

concrete reality and permits symbolic manipulation. 

The third period is the period of the concrete operational, usually occurring the ages 

between seven and eight years. The child becomes capable o f approaching several types 

o f mathematical operations. He can understand number and quantity but only when it is 

demonstrated with concrete materials. At this point, he still does not reason about 

concepts and ideas. 

The forth period is the formal operational in which the capacity for formal, perfectly 

logical , abstract thought appears fully at about the age o f eleven or twelve. Reasoning 

about the possible about ideas and events which in the past, the future or the 

imagination is within the personal scope. At this time representational thoughts becomes 

reality and the child can deal with a widening variety o f problems. Thoughts have now 

achieved the stages o f being mobile, flexible and free. 

Finally Piaget writes that consciousness, judgement and reasoning, in fact which are all 

attributes o f personality or behavioural pattern depend primarily upon these experiences 

o f childhood. The totality o f experiences shapes the interest skills, and the abilities of an 

individual. The experiences, which are remembered with pleasant or happy connections, 

are more likely to be repeated. 

7 



Formal Operational Formal Operational 
Period Space 

Concrete Operational Concrete Operational 
Period Space 

Pre-operational Pre-operational 
Period Space 

Sensori-motor Sensori-motor 
Period Space 
general interlectual levels of special 
development organisation 

Schematic representation of projects theory of the development of special 
cognition, in relation to overall interlectual development. 

Figure 2 

Source: Children Development and relationship, 1967; 2 

1.2 SUMMARY 

Three theories discussed in this chapter on the development of childhood explain that 

the specific stages and the specific characters of childhood have to be facilitated through 

his existing physical and social environment. Such characters reflect the behaviour and 

the activity patterns of the children. It makes the child get more and more experience of 

the world of his own. This thirst for experience is the prime source of learning, and 

shows almost the same characters even within the cultural, religious or ethnic variations 

in the world of children. 

The childish experiences can be considered as the hidden seeds that contain the whole 

power for creating a fully matured person in the future. The experiences of childhood 

should not be created in situations that are harmful or painful to avoid the 

discouragement of this gradual sequential developing process. On the other hand the 

discouragement or encouragement, which the child gets through the experiences greatly 

depend on the environmental conditions of the existing situations. 
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Therefore, the environment and its spatial conditions are greatly contributed with the 
experiences of childhood and also with child's developmental process. 

This spatial relationship between the child and his space according to various lives 
stages would be discussed in the next section. 

1.3 C H I L D ' S D E V E L O P M E N T A N D HIS C O N C E P T I O N O F S P A C E 

How does a young child perceive and understand 
his environment'' What is the feeling of the child's 
world9 What is the nature of his attachment to 
people and to places. 

Though feelings and idea of adults are unique, they share experiences with each other in 
specific places with specific manner. But they start as children from childhood without a 
sense of physical or social relationships. 

At birth the infant has no world, because he cannot distinguish between self and an 
existing environment. Though he feels about thirsty, hungry or sleepy his sensations are 
not localised with his space. 

"At birth the baby has no awareness of self and not self, of an individual set in an 
environment. At the moment the world is spaceless, timeless and objectless and an 
undifferentiated experience of the present" 

Richmond, 1970 

Yi-Fu-Tuan explains this relationship between child and his space in 1977 by the book 
of Space and Place, considerably. His explanation gives a broader perspective to this 



field of study. He writes in his book, 
During the first weeks of life, even the infant's eyes cannot focus properly. It is after 
four months he shows a little in exploring the world visually only beyond the range of 
three feet. 

1.4.1 Sensory- mo to r experience of space 

An infant is immobile and can make only small movements with his head and limbs. 
His capability is limited only to the passive acceptance environmental conditions. At 
birth an infant starts to explore the environment with his mouth for food and thirsty 
Suckling is the most rewarding activity, for it requires participation by the different 
sense of touch, smell and taste. Gradually he develops activities like grasping, and gross 
body activities with the objects of the environment in which he is placed. Within this 
period, child's experiences are focused only by the immediate action, which he performs 
with his environment. 

This is the period, which is explained by Piaget as Sensory-motor experience stage of 
childhood. How ever this period does not imply a conceptual knowledge of spatial 
relations. 

An infant explores the environment with his hand 
and begins to sense the physical properties of it 
with usual perception 

10 



Further development of sensory 

motor activities of children. 

1.4.2 T h e Pre -operat ional (pre conceptual) Exper ience of Space 

The major intention of child's spatial concept within this period is the emergence of 

symbolic thought. By the end of sensory-motor period, the child can recreate internal 

limitations of external objects and activities; and produce mental image; the 

representation of the past activity in the present. 

The children represent a fun of 

teatime, which their adults had 

already experienced. The doll play 

represents the care she receives 

from her mother. They represent 

their day to day activities in their 

nursery school, but the situation is 

changed from the home based 

environment to a school 

environment. 

Within this period, the child is able to make spatial relations, independent from the 

immediate action. He can use his old sensory-motor imitations to different context 

Though the child's representation activity dominant during this period, is still subject to 

limit to the conditions of the sensory-motor activities, perceptual activities, and the 

k object which he acts upon. 
11 



Symbolic play can be identified as a motivate and refining activity during this period. In 
the act of symbolic play, the internalised actions and objects are represented externally 
with the symbolic objects of the physical environment. And still child's conception of 
space is egocentric and he perceives the world only from his point of view. Therefore 
symbolic play activity must be encouraged within this period otherwise child's 
imaginative power and his thinking ability may be disturbed. 

" Most importantly this procedure is exercising and developing the very process of 
symbolic mental activity. At this stage in his mental development to stop him playing 
would be stop his thinking" 

Richmond, 1970:16 

Yi-Fu-Tuan writes. 
Young child's imagination is of a special kind. It is tied to activity. A child rides a stick 
as though it was a real horse and defend an upturned chair as though it were a real 
castle. In reading a book or looking at it's picture he quickly enters a fantasy world of 
adventure. Young children so imaginative in their own spheres of action as a matter of 
fact may look on places that to adults are haunted by memories. 

1.4.3 T h e C o n c r e t e Opera t iona l Exper ience of Space 

Source: Workplace for learning, 1957: 30 

It is explained at about five or sixth year mark, child's mode of thinking changes 
through a gradual sequence from symbiotic thought to mental operations. Mental 
operation can be explained as the ability of the mind to reverse one mental 

12 



representation in order to consider the earlier representation. This is called the true and 
flexible reversibility of mental action. 

Piaget 1964 

Followed by this ability, child seems to get the skill of comparing objects in terms of 
their multiple geometric properties such as height, width etc. At this stage the sensual 
properties like colours and textures also come into consideration in terms of comparing 
their spatial variations. 

The mental operations seem to be activated largely on the perceptual environment. 
Child can act upon mentally only on immediately available objects 

" If for example, the child is presented with a problem expressed in verbal form without 
any physical counter part, he may be unable to perform the mental actions, which are 
required to find the solution to the problem On the other hand, if he were given the 
objects to manipulate, the problem may be solved" 

Thus with this structural changes of the mind, child's behavioural pattern gains a 
considerable development in terms of physical environment. Now the child seems to 
understand the spatial objects and relations in a logical manner. Child's space by this 
time could be identified as the space of co-ordinate objects; this includes their 
dimensions and surface appearance. 

The Characters of operational child identified by Yi-Fu-Tuan, 1977 is explained as 
below, 

"People live on the ground and see trees and houses from the side. The birds eye-view is 
not ours, unless we climb a tall tree. Young children rarely have the opportunity to 
assume a bird's eye view of landscape. They are small people in a world of giants and 
of gigantic things not made to their scale. But five to six-year-old children show-

white vertical arial photograph of settlement s and fields with unexpected accuracy and 

Richmond -1970 

remarkable understanding of how landscapes look from above. They can r̂ai-biack and 
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confidence. This happens because of their quick learning about spatial relationships 
through activity of play in their own world by toys." 

Erikson, 1970 states that initiative and imagination are the significant characters of this 
life stage. 

1.4.4 T h e F o r m a l Opera t iona l Exper ience of Space 

Source: Workplace for learning, 1957 :25 
According to Piaget, logical thought depends on concrete references in earlier spatial 
experiences has now developed into the systemic thinking with the perception of 
immediate environment. It is said that the child is no longer overwhelmed by the 
information which his observation and experiment produce. His mental actions seem to 
be no longer dominated by the condition is able to understand reality of the situation as 
one of the number of possible situations. 

" Formal operations produce changes in the child's attitude to the environment. He now 
has a powerful problem solving mechanism at his command. He can use the hypothesis, 
experiment, and deduction approach when investigating his environment. He can treat 
the particularly situation as one reality amongst a range of possibilities. ." 

With the development of formal operational space, the more advanced topological 
relations such as size shapes and etc. are developed in the child. Therefore, the 
motivation of the child's character of exploration of his surrounding depends on those 

14 



qualitative properties and their infinitive relations. With this final equilibrium o f major 

structural changes in mind, child develops the co-ordinated system o f reference in 

understanding the world. The orientation o f spatial entities is no more based on one 

fixed point or object o f reference. At this stage the child can understand the space by 

inter co-ordinating the spatial entities through abstract and conceptual mental 

operations. 

C O N C L U S I O N 

Chi ld ' s concepts, images and the understanding o f places and their spatial relationships 

that are absorbed by child have a great influence to his whole developmental process for 

the future. The relationship between mind and the spatial environment become the 

prominent subject in the childhood. The discussed spatial intelligence is termed as 

spatial cognition. Along this developmental process of spatial cognition and the 

relationship between child and his places develop from states of different kinds of 

attachments, interests, needs and also with the temporary or permanent spatial objects. 

Consequently the impact of the spatial environment has great relationship with the 

activity pattern o f a child. 

15 



C H A P T E R T W O 

THE FULFILMENT OF SPATIAL NEEDS OF 

CHILDHOOD 

"Environment has a role of modifying behaviour. It is advocate allowing the child to 
develop at his own pace both at home, and at school. Forcing and limiting the child 
have their effects resulting in negativism and lack of productivity. " 

Arnold Gesel l , 1947 

> 
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CHAPTER TWO: THE FULFILLMENT OF SPATIAL NEEDS OF A 

GROWING CHILD. 

2.1 . BASIC HUMAN NEEDS AND SPATIAL NEEDS 

2.1.1. Introduction 

It is said according to the theories o f chi ld 's psychologists, which is discussed in 

previous chapter, the child's needs and desires (physically or psychological ly) must be 

fulfilled for his proper development. According to their explanations, a fair analysis can 

be done about the basic human needs o f childhood. 

A t birth the infant almost depends his life needs o f food warmth, care, love, security and 

protection on the adults and the environment in which he receives them exactly. If the 

child is ignored fulfilling the needs, it may cause to create ill effects in infancy in terms 

o f physical ly and mentally, and will disturb his future behaviour patterns o f adulthood 

also. Though the considered needs such as food, warmth and etc need to be satisfied 

through out the life time o f an individual, these formative years and the experiences 

wh ich he receives due to fulfilling his needs are greatly responsible for his development 

o f personality in all terms of life. 

Whi le his perceptions develop, his needs g row into broader senses, and deep meanings, 

such as sense o f belonging, intimacy, privacy and finally as self-actualising desires. 

Those senses are continuously redeveloping, as life needs, throughout the whole life o f 

individuals. 

" S e l f actualising needs arise only after the proper fulfilment o f childhood and fully 

extended in al areas o f the personalisation." 

Mas low, 1950 

Be long ing needs can be explained as the need to include into a group external to the self 

and the tendency to expand the group fellows, and the need to ensure his position within 

the same group also. The need o f privacy and need to separate also ties with the 
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belonging needs. Sense o f intimacy develops with the emotional currents and the 

satisfaction o f the child's awareness o f a specific person or a place. 

The self-actualising need is the prominent need in the beginning o f the young adult. 

Erikson identifies this need within his explained character o f the period o f sense o f 

identity with need to personalisation 

The need to arrive into the world o f creations, tendency to be romantic is also included 

into these most advanced needs. The desire o f childhood ties with the need to explore 

the world wi th imaginative and inquisitive mind, progressing to the coming life stage o f 

youth. 

A l l other complex needs such as sex etc. would be rooted to these needs, which is not 

discussed within this subject area. The spatial need, the most important one, has been 

developed in order to fulfil the above-explained human needs. 

2.2. S P A T I A L N E E D S 

Spatial needs o f a child may appear in various farms along the developmental process o f 

spatial cognition. Spatial needs may bear varying degrees o f meanings along the child 's 

growth process. 

T o be in a place means, to be firmly oriented, organised, understand or perceive it 

correctly. Act ing on it is meaningful only i f these prerequisites are fulfilled. A 

favourable spatial cognition is resulted by favourable spatial conditions. Thus when the 

built environment enhances the nature for a better spatial cognition, the spatial needs o f 

individuals are fulfilled properly. 

In this chapter, the spatial needs in relation to the spatial concepts of childhood and the 

impact o f their developmental process is discussed. This analysis is mainly based on the 

derived concepts and ideas on the developmental process o f childhood, which have been 

discussed in chapter one. 

T o reduce the confusion in this study, three types of spatial needs are identified within 

the need to make a sense o f place. These three types are introduced in most general 
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terms, namely the need to make a sense of security and belonging, need to explore and 
the dual process of the need to separate (need of privacy) and need to connect (need of 
interaction). 

Being the spatial counter part of the child's basic needs, spatial needs also must be 
fulfilled in a proper way for a well-balanced development of a child. The ill effects on 
childhood and its impact on the whole developmental process (including maturation and 
personality) of child, due to lack of proper spatial experiences have been mentioned by 
child psychologists also. 

Consequent undesirable health of the psyche would be lead to anxiety, aggressiveness, 
frustration and even to delinquent conditions. 

The study onward is concentrated on the proper fulfilment of child's spatial needs, 
along the developmental process of child. Child's ability to perceive the space at a 
particular stage will determine the spatial characters of a place, to fulfil his needs. 

In creating optimal spatial conditions, conducive to fulfil a child's spatial needs the 
stage concepts of Piagtian theory (mainly) would be a successful design guide. 
Nevertheless, the created environments in places like houses, nursery and primary 
schools used mostly by the children, who spend their formative period of life, must be 
responsible design solutions in terms of fulfilling the spatial needs of a growing child. 

2.3. F U L F I L L M E N T O F T H E N E E D T O M A K E A S E N S E O F P L A C E 

"Place can acquire deep meaning for the adult 
,:^v^^^^ through the steady accretion of sentiment over 

the years. Every piece of heirloom furniture, or 
even satin on the wall tells a story. The child not 
only has a short part, but his eyes more than the 
adults are on the present and the immediate 
future" 

Yi-Fu-Tuan 1997:33 
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The quality o f the sense o f place may not be a constant for the growing child. It may 

vary sequentially mainly with the cognitive developmental process o f child. Therefore 

the nature o f child 's sense o f place will firmly depend on the meaning and the spatial 

conditions w h i c h he has given in various developmental stages. 

Identifying some aspects o f the ideas and concepts o f making a sense o f place may act 

as criteria in comparing the child's ideas on various stages o f the chi ld 's developmental 

process. Mak ing a sense o f place in most general terms can be explained as the state o f 

one ' s complete physical and psychological comfort within a space. The assurance o f 

physical and psychological comfort is greatly effective for the childhood more than the 

other life stages. A t the beginning the child understands his surrounding in terms o f his 

sense o f comfort, which develop his mind. 

" I f w e define place broadly as a focus value, o f nurture and support, then the mother is 

the chi ld 's primary place. Mother may well be the first enduring and independent object 

in the chi ld ' s world o f fleeting impressions. Later she is recognised by the child as his 

essential shelter and dependable source of physical and psychological comfort" 

(Yi-Fu-Tuan; 1977: 29) 

A chi ld ' s ability to understand the space depends on the capabilities and the potential o f 

the mental structure. Accordingly the meaning o f the sense o f place may vary gradually, 

wi th his cogni t ive structure. 

A s described in earlier chapter, the sensory -motor child perceives his place according 

to the sensory-motor schemata. The sensory-motor schemata developed predominantly 

with the fulfilment of the survival needs and related activities such as sucking, grasping 

and etc. The development o f sensory-motor chi ld 's sense o f place is greatly depends on 

the fulfilment or the assurance o f his early infancy survival needs such as food, care, 

protection and love which he receives. 

Accord ing to Arnold Gesell , 1947 the sensory-motor child has no clear image with the 

spatial relations like here and there. But when he receives love, security and acceptance 

from his parents, he perceives his family atmosphere as place with physical and 

psychologica l comfort. 
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Therefor the sensory- motor child seems to perceive his environment mostly with the 

fulfilment of sense of security and protection. After that he begin to strengthen his 

feelings about the place and tie them with up his belonging rights, familiar appearances, 

interests and the desires to explore it visually as well as actively. 

Due to developing and forming of the physical and mental abilities of the pre 

conceptual/ pre operational life stage, he receives the knowledge of the place with 

qualitative relations such as enclosure, open here and there. He shows a considerable 

preference about the small-scale territories because it is easy to scope or handle and to 

cognise or perceive also. Therefore small-scale territories come into more prominently 

because of the emotional and the concrete activities of the child. 

With the development of concrete operational stage, the child begins to move in a space 

with qualitative relationships of distance, height, volume, surface and etc. This stage 

seems very effectively response for the spatial conditions and the qualities of a place 

due to the developmental process. 

Feeling of a place of young child is connected with scale. They discover some small 

place for resting and hiding. Sometimes they recognise such places as their own 

properties. And they also have emotional connections with such places as their 'home' 

within the home of their adults. 

With the development of concrete operational stage, the child begins to move in a space 

with qualitative relationships of distance, height, volume, surface and etc. This stage 

seems very effectively response for the spatial conditions and the qualities of a place 

due to the developmental process of childhood. 
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Therefore, the fulfilment of concrete operational child's sense o f place invariably 

connects with the satisfaction of concrete object available. Therefore at this stage child 

seeks a more exposure towards his environmental conditions. 

Finally it can be said that the spatial needs o f childhood may vary wi th the degree of 

meaning along the developmental process o f childhood. The fulfilment o f the spatial 

needs is obtained through the spatial cognition and also the cognition itself is developed 

in its structure. 

A chi ld ' s idea o f place becomes more specific and geographical as he g rows . In 

elementary school years a child's awareness o f place becomes deep and expands. This 

would be the stage of formal operational experiences o f the child. The physical 

environment at this stage has the potential to encourage the child to be separated from 

the real wor ld and engaged with the self-actualising needs such as personalisation and 

etc. On the other hand, the environment must properly fulfil the other relevant needs 

namely security needs, belonging needs and explore needs o f childhood. 

From a study o f grade one and grade six pupils, Yi-Fu-Tuan, 1977 explains ideas and 

concepts o f places on childhood. The grade six pupils categorised and understood the 

places like farm, vi l lage or city with a broader sense and with broader spatial settings. 

Grade one pupils are more likely to ignore the broader spatial relations and concentrated 

only to the spatial objects such as house, church or paddy and especially they pay 

attention to the social relationships also. 

The formal operational child expands the geographical horizon as he grows . His interest 

and knowledge focus first on the small local communities, then the city, skipping the 

neighbourhood and from the city his interest may jump to the nation and foreign places, 

skipping the region. 

" A t this stage the child is capable o f curiosity about the geography o f remote places. He 

likes to enjoy about the news o f distance places. What he sees and feels in his home and 

local neighbourhood does not bind him. He likes to have some experiences by active 

searching and exploration. Their emotional ties are bound with their inner desires of 

exploration." 
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Therefore formal operations child's sense of place is related with more abstract concepts 
of the quality of the environment. 

2.3 .1 . Sense of Secur i ty and Sense of Belonging 

With the emergence of self object differentiation, usually at the eight month of child's 
life a number of considerable changes take place, in terms of his sense of piace. 
Through the identification of the importance of self he may begin to feel his body as 
entity to be protected. This is the beginning of the period which child seeks and senses 
about the security due to protection. 

When the sense of security appears within child's mental structure, the achievement for 
the need to belonging to a group may arise. Then the self-actualising needs 
(personalisation) also emerge with the same needs and desires in order to confirm his 
position within that group. Therefore after eight month of child's life's behaviour would 
show a considerable importance and response to the remarkable differentiation for the 
physical environment in terms of self-identification from the external world. 

It is said that child develops some basic qualitative spatial relations the environment at 
the beginning of the pre operational space experiences. These qualitative relations are 
accepted only, when the sense of security is applied within this place. 

The child preferably and emotionally chooses small-scaled spaces at this stage of 
developmental process. This can be explained as unconscious motivates to places, 
which gives the child a full range of sensual stimulation. Further the child may feel a 

Children feel the proper satisfaction 
of sense of security and belonging 
within mother related environments 
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sense of security within the spaces, which suits to their anthropometrics the degree of 
spatial cognition, scopes and limitations of their pre conceptual experiences. 

With the development of concrete operational experience of space, the child begins to 
move in a space of fully co-ordinate objects. Therefore the child seeks his belonging 
needs with the concrete operational spatial experiences. That is why the concrete 
operational child bond with spaces like niches, small corners, or some special objects 
and need to confirm them as their own property. But these emotional bonds never seem 
to be prominent with in the cognitive structure. They find out such places indirectly to 
feel about the sense of security and directly to stimulate the environment actively. 

The feeling of a place of sense of security and belonging becomes more deepen in the 
formal operational childhood. They tend to strengthen their sense of security and 
belonging needs with the needs of personalisation of spaces. Therefore the formal 
operational child may begin to engage in places with the fulfilment of self-actualising 
needs. 

If the physical environment is conductive enough to provide the assurance of the 
fulfilment of above needs, formal operational child may be the prime motivation for 
creations, which includes all the arts and science. 

2.3.2. Need of Explora t ion and Imaginary 



The world of childhood is mostly filed with various activities of exploration, 
imagination and curiosity. Those are the hidden seeds of his future intelligence and 
creativity. The satisfaction of sense of security and belonging encourages the child to 
expand his boundaries and the limitations of the physical environment in visually or 
actively in terms of exploration. Therefore the child would not be able to explore his 
environment positively without a proper fulfilment of his security and belonging need. 

"The young child as soon 
as he learns to walk, will 
want to follow his mother 
and explore the 
environment within her 
ambience. The more hostile 
the environment, the closer, 
the attachment to the 
protective adult" 

Tuan, 1977: 24 
When the child begins to explore his surrounding, there is a gradual development within 
his cognitive structure in terms of spatial awareness. Becoming aware is more important 
for the development of childhood; for child's survival towards socialisation, for 
recognising himself as a part of the whole environmental system. According to previous 
explanations, exploration is taken place in the developmental process of child's mind 
with very specific manner It happens along a gradual sequential pathway from his 
cradle to the house, then to neighbourhood, to the city and so on. 

"A child beginning to walk, soon walks to a purpose; He starts from a home base heads 
towards the object or desire and returns to the starting point by different route." 

Yi-Fu-Tuan, 1977: 25 

Thereafter this motivation of childhood to explore, imagine the life of world is greatly 
encourage with the activity of play. Play is the most important prominent role used by a 
child for all his activities of development such as sensory-motor, concrete operation, 
which can be seen in the early childhood and relate with ail the activities of his 
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development process as sensory-motor play, concrete play, imaginary play, exploration 

play, solitary play and etc. 

"Play in life o f the infant is synonymous with exploration, with growth and with life 

i t s e l f 

W a y n e R. Will iams 1958: 182 

This process o f identifying new environment s and adapting them with success is 

termed as the expansion of space bubble. It has been identified as a vital spatial need of 

the child and said to be happening in a gradual manner within suitable environments. 

This process starts from home and home base environment to the universe. 

"The most prominent activity of the awake infant is exploration of the physical and 

social environment" 

Haliday M s ; 1968: 63 

The infant's first exploration begins with his sensory motor space. This includes all the 

modes o f spaces in which the child acts upon. A s identified by Piaget exploration is 

primarily motivated by the repetitive tendency o f reflex activities. This repetition is then 

experienced on objects, which are able to draw child's attention. The mastering o f such 

objects may motivate the child's attention. Further, it may motivate the child to 

stimulate the spatial objects or relations and collect experiences o f more and more new 

things. 

The colours, the textures and lightning levels within infant's territory of exploring may 

act as a prominent factor, which encourages or discourages his desires. It has been 

found through experiments that even a new born child shows visual preferences 

(Atkinson, 1966:66) 

After that it has been found, this colour preferences dominates from preference in the 

infant age. Interesting colours and textures o f surfaces are important even in the 

sensory-motor spaces. 
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y As explained before, by the end of sensory-motor period the child is able to explore his 

surrounding within a limited spatial terrain. This spatial terrain should be conducive 

with all favourable conditions for the encouragement of his exploring, because 

undesirable spatial conditions cause to limit the child's need to explore and also 

motivation of his whole development. 

W h e n the preferable colours and textures appears on his level of vision, the child may 

encourage his needs with visual perceptions also. In exploring environment with 

sensory-motor activities or with concrete operational activities should not face the child 

for painful experiences. Even the no-painful and hygienic surfaces of different textures, 

may greatly help in accelerating the child's need to explore. 

After the child enters to the stage of concrete operational space experiences, he 

experiences the pre-operational experiences also. Therefore he has no idea of the traffic 

ways, pathways and their interconnected relationships between the objects which are 

easily attracted by child, the idea of danger and taking care from traffic, gets known 

only through experiences. But the complex spatial operations like avoiding vehicular 
A traffic, are far beyond the capabilities of pre operational /conceptual stage or beginning 

stage of concrete operational child. Therefore the exposure of the child for exploring, 

should to be limited only for the environment which suits to the capabilities of child's 

cognitive structure. 

Exploring of childhood in formal operation child is characterised by the logical 

comparison of properties of which includes spatial relations. More over how he is able 

to consider other 's view points as well. Therefore his picture of a place is modified into 

different frames and gets more meaningful knowledge sense of place. The development 

of co-ordinate and abstract knowledge of space gives him the opportunity to mentally 

operate within the entire universe. 

Young chi ld 's prominent character of curiosity is the prime source of exploration. The 

child can imagine a wonderful fantasy world through exploring his universe curiosity. 

Therefore child 's imagination is a special kind of operation in his mental organism. It is 

tied to actively and motivates to explore for reality or for imaginary. 
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"Young children are so imaginative, may look matter of faulty on places that to adults 
are haunted by memories in their own spheres of action". 

Yi-Fu- Tuan writes (1977:33) 

2.3.3. Need of pr ivacy & Need of Interaction 

Interaction with peer groups 
is enhanced by a playful 
situation in an outdoor 
space. 

Though the child shows an inherent need to expand his spatial environment or maintain 
a spatial connections, he seeks a separation either physically or socially, to be alone in 
his own world. It means that the spatial enlargement of child, gives him the sense of 
belonging to a certain place or a group and the spatial separation may give him 
assurance of the ability to act alone as an individual. It is believed that the tendency of a 
child's need to be alone may greatly contributes to his intellectual development. 

On the other hand, the need to be alone, becomes a statement of autonomy of the self. 
This is an important factor, which significantly prominent within the developmental 
process of childhood. When the autonomy of child develops to a certain level, need of 
privacy, self-identity and personalisation are contributed to his major spatial needs, 
which should to be fulfilled. 

There is a further explanation about the personalisation of spatial setting. B. Berenson is 
one of the few investigators who has dealt experimentally with the effects of the 
physical setting on the behaviour of the emotionally disturbed child and specifically 
with the role of this setting in establishing the child's self identity 

Maxine Wolfe and Harold Proshansky. 1974: 197 
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Finally they state that the physical environment is a significant factor in the 

development and maintenance of the self-identity in the child 

A s an example, the young child believes that his capacity o f the controlling power o f the 

environment is greater within his room, than the house. It is explained that the child 

needs a certain kind o f separation (socially & physically) within his spatial terrain due 

to expanse his self-identity. But that doesn't means that he seeks a full amount o f 

freedom from his belonging bonds. Therefore the need o f separation should be placed is 

a secure chi ld 's place with the fulfilment o f belonging needs. 

Tuan explains such character o f childhood also. He states that children preferably seeks 

some small scale places, niches, to be alone, and ties emotionally with those spaces as 

their home within the home o f everyone. 

Therefore, the child should be allowed to choose the spatial conditions which he wants 

to fulfil his required state of spatial relation, either being alone, separate or being 

connect and interacting with others. 

Seeking o f privacy is maintaining the rising and lowering the boundaries (physically & 

psychologica l ly or socially) between the individuals and group. Though in early ages 

either physical or psychological aloneness is considered as a negative experience, now it 

is bel ieved it is a basic need of human mind as the childish one's. 

The sense o f belonging and the security needs o f childhood are connected with the need 

to interact with groups and the sense o f identity and the personalisation o f spaces has 

more close relationship with the needs o f privacy. 

Therefore the desire or the needs personalise spaces and the assurance o f his identity, 

also can be categorised in to the privacy seeking needs through spatial relationship. 

Sensory Motor child 's and pre conceptual child 's need o f spatial separation does not 

show a significant bounding when he is out. The boundary which the sensory- motor 

child is needed does not exceed the visual appearance o f his mother, if he is out side the 

home. It is because through the needs a kind o f separation but fear to loose his sense o f 

security. 
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Pre conceptual / pre operational child seeks stronger spatial separation than sensory-

motor child. His spatial separation level is higher and preferably visual and physical 

aloneness within a secure bubble. 

Therefore, the spatial separation at pre-operational and concrete operational child 

should satisfy his sense o f self, and on other hand unseen spaces for solitary play. But 

the spatial separation o f adolescence should be conductive to make him forget the 

immediate environment and to be alone in his fully and conceptual and abstract world. 

2.4. S U M M A R Y 

Spatial needs o f childhood have a great relationship with child 's mental and physical 

activities, skills and the cognitive developmental process. Therefore the degree o f the 

fulfilment o f his spatial needs greatly contributes with his developmental process for a 

whole maturation as a person. A s child 's awareness, the knowledge and their physical 

and intellectual abilities are developed with his immediate surroundings, the child 

should to be brought up an environment in which facilitate his spatial needs. 

If the environment has not enough for the child, to awaken his awareness throughout his 

developing structure, he may backward and confuse his whole processor. Therefore 

spatial needs o f childhood should be considered as an essential need which is to be 

facilitated successfully for a proper development for the children and the spatial needs 

o f chi ldhood has broaden a fine important linkages, or relationships with the all other 

needs o f childhood and the development which are essential to be fulfilled. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE FULFILMENT OF SPATIAL NEEDS OF CHILDREN IN 

PRE-SCHOOL LEARNING ENVIRONMENT 

Activity always happens somewhere in a specific environment; We cannot do anything 

or even exist without being in some particular place. Moreover, it will not be just any 

place, but one of a certain size , shape, colour and texture. At a nursery school, a child 

is in a class room, in a particular area of a play room or in some other place, but 

always a place with special characteristics that determine what he can see, hear, touch, 

taste, do and play with - as well as what can be done -with him. " 
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3.1 I N T R O D U C T I O N 

"Education is making available to children 
the experiences, that will help them to 
know the environment and adjust 
themselves accordingly" 

John Dewey 

Children do not learn by chance. They develop their knowledge according to the 
experiences of the world, which they live. Children grow up in many worlds such as 
family, neighbourhood, schools and etc. Each combines with physical setting, social 
interactions including the ways of doing things and ideas that combine to furnish the 
experiences those shape children's hves. 

The process of acquiring knowledge and the ways of the world is called education. 
Children acquire education through learning from others such as peer relations and 
parents, adults, teachers and environment itself (setting, materials and objects that 
continually surround the child, how they arranged in cities, suburbs or rural); from the 
child's own activity in relating to and exploring the environment as well as from the 
impersonal media of written and pictorial materials. But, though the child has potentials 
to learn great many things he will learn only what the environment and the society 
provides. 

Education or this transmission of knowledge can make a profound impact in moulding 
the life of a person. In other words, education aims at the development of the total 
personality. 
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"The goal o f education is an all-around maturity - physical, intellectual, social , 

emotional, moral and aesthetic" 

Dr. S. Muthul ingam 

W h e n members o f a society become productive and contribute to its growth that society 

naturally falls into the path o f success. Hence the prosperity o f a country whether it is 

physical, moral or spiritual depends largely on the kind o f education it provides to its 

people. Therefore the importance of education in achieving national goa l s cannot be 

overlooked. Thus the school has become the prime source o f education in our society. 

So , the main object ive o f schools is providing the places, which facilitates the education 

o f the society. 

It is during the period o f childhood, which consists o f the formative years o f a child, that 

the child is exposed to new experiences outside his own home, to new sights and sounds 

that help him develop his character, shapes, his senses and most important instil in 

him/her a thirst for knowledge and a love for learning. 

"Education in childhood should be a time o f happiness when children have freedom to 

develop their inborn abilities and follow their own interests." 

Margaret Sotherland, 1988:2 

Many child - educationists have commented on the vitality and necessity o f systematic 

pre school education, for the child to reach all the maturity as a person. Further 

psychologists have revealed importance o f this early period o f life and the bearing it has 

on the total development o f the personality. 

Therefore the role o f pre school with its education system need to be facilitated in an 

environment, which fosters and promotes the whole process o f development o f the child 

in order to lay a stable foundation, on which the child can build up his w h o l e abilities 

and personality. 

"Just as babies need food, warmth, love and protection to grow at all, so do small 

children need stimulus o f senses and contact with other children to develop their minds 

and personalities. Sociability is a natural part o f very small child but it needs to be 
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fostered and encouraged, otherwise the child may become timorous, afraid to trust his 

own abilities, unable to make friends and that can hamper him throughout his life. 

Claire Rayner, 1957;91-5) 

3.2 H I S T O R I C A L B A C K G R O U N D O F E D U C A T I O N 

Any person commences his education or acquisition of knowledge - learning, from the 

time he is born to the world. Thereafter every interaction with environment gives him an 

opportunity to learn. This happens consciously or unconsciously. At the very early stage 

of life this transmission takes place through the stimulus of the senses and at later stages 

through new experiences and trial and error method. This is the type of learning enjoyed 

by primitive man. This natural process of learning provided them the necessary 

knowledge for their survival. 

But with the passage of time, life become more complex in nature and demanded a more 

systematic knowledge for living. This makes the people to search for more systematic 

education. 

The first educational institution which catered this need was referred to as the "Guru 

Gedera" or the village school master 's house. There is no specific age limit to attend 

these places. According to the individual needs and social status of the family, the 

children were sent to these places. 

Learning places were rather informal and which were carried on mostly under a large 

shady tree on to the "pila" of a house. The physical environment that surrounded him 

was enhanced the activity of learning as a life of whole. It was lived with the freshness 

and the limitless beauty of the nature, with the day to day social events those touched 

with childhood mind as a free and the most comfortable place of learning. 

There was another parallel situation within the religious background of a village. The 

Buddhism, as a religion began to play a major role in people 's lives. Therefore temple 

became the major focal point of the village which relates with the society. The chief 

monk of the temple was the most educated person and got involved in advising people, 

in their life affairs and events. Subsequently monk started teaching Buddhism in the 
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preaching hall (Bana Maduwa) of temple. Therefore the temple is used as a source o f 

transmission o f knowledge from generation to generation. 

The physical environment o f temple with a calm and soothing nature and also with open 

structured "Bana M a d u w a " eventually produced a place where a greater consensus for 

the activity o f learning. Later this was developed to a more formal type o f educational 

institution and w a s called "piriwena". 

With the Christian influences by foreign missionaries, the education system o f Sri 

Lanka took a different direction. These missionaries gave due consideration to the 

education in our country with the prime motive o f spreading their religion. For this 

purpose, at the beginning they established educational institutions in church premises. 

Such environments were more formal and minimize the relationship wi th the outer 

world except the church. They looked like more inward spatial relationships. 

Further they have divided the education broadly into two sections, as primary and 

secondary education, with a specified age limit for school entry. A g e five w a s 

considered as the ideal age to start the primary education. A s a result children be low the 

age o f five automatically identified and considered as non-school go ing children. 

But during early nineteen - forties, educationists o f our country started to realize the 

importance o f g iv ing a systematic training at this early period o f life, so as to get better 

results at later stages o f education. Thereafter the Teacher 's Associa t ion o f Sri Lanka 

had invited Dr. Maria Montessori, who was a wel l -known Italian teacher and a child 

educationist to hold a seminar as a beginning o f pre school education. Then the 

importance and necessity o f pre education was strongly felt and it w a s involved in the 

Montessori system in all over the country. 

3.3 P R E S C H O O L E D U C A T I O N 

Al l the pre-school education is based on "Montessori Method" which is n o w recognized 

as an effective w a y o f educating young children. According to Montessori during the 

first period o f chi ld 's life, the child possesses a magnetic power to absorb the 

environment without fatigue, at this power o f the mind has been described as the 

absorbent mind o f a child. 
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During this period the child gains knowledge from his environment by means of this 
absorbent mind. Then Montessori stressed the importance of appropriateness of the 
environment be necessary, to take place the natural development of child. Further 
Montessori described the sensitive periods as transitory periods of time in a child's life, 
where he is sensitive to the environment. Thereafter, she has stressed the presence of 
stimulating environment so as to foster these sensibilities, to achieve an integrated 
personality. 

Therefore the pre-school education has to be discussed under the period, which is 
preparing and forming the child's mind in order to be ready for learning. There is an 
important recognition that any institution where the little children daily spend 
substantial periods must contain within a proper social and physical frame work of 
environment that supports the complete development of child's physical, social, 
emotional and cognitive development process. The developmental process of child is 
almost depend on the experiences, interactions of his immediate environment, which he 
faces. Finally it can be stated that the child developmental process in pre-school is 
predominantly attached with the environment in order to provide a place for awakening 
these senses and also for sharpening them with physical, social, emotional and cognitive 
developmental process. 

" The pre-school, is a place where children learn without lessons where freedom is the 
main rule. When adults do not correct, or interfere and yet small children are 
busy, happy, self reliant and independent " Maria Montessori 

3.4 PRE SCHOOL CHILD 



Children between the age two and half to five years are the considerable age group for 

pre-school. Though his sensory-motor life stage is almost ended, he is admitted to these 

activities in developed senses even within his pre-conceptual, pre-operational 

experiences of life stage in present situations. 

With the pre-operational experiences, the child starts to perceptualize the immediate 

surrounding using the sensory-motor, motor activities. Most of his activities based on 

play oriented experiences and exploration. The period of pre-school is most important 

for the whole development process of childhood due to his awakening senses, with the 

physical, social, emotional and cognitive awareness of life. 

E X A M I N A T I O N O F S P A T I A L N E E D S O F P R E S C H O O L E N V I R O N M E N T 

3.5 C A S E STUDY 1 : F U L L F L L M E N T O F T H E S E N S E O F B E L O N G I N G A N D 

T H E SENSE O F S E C U R I T Y IN P R E S C H O O L E N V I R O N M E N T 

The conceptual period of childhood is predominantly received the sense of security and 

the belonging needs from his mother and mother related environment. 

With attending the pre-school, the child has to separate from his mother and also he has 

to live in pre-school where any familiar experiences are not shown for him. Because of 

the unknown surrounding, different from his own home, within the world of his peer 

group he may not be able to ensure his sense of security. This will cause loosing his 

sense of belonging also. 

Therefore, the first day of pre-school would be a painful experience for the child. But 

this has to be reduced and there is a need to provide a proper surrounding for the 

children to enhance their spirit of life for his developmental process. 

Achieving the sense of security in pre school environment is important to the child for 

succeeding the educational goals of the child. 

"One of the major problems a school designer must consider, is the first impression his 

building gives. Those of us who began our education in one of those ugly fortress-like 
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school buildings, remember that first day as a frightening experience. The grim face of 
the school building was awesome; it was bullying. It was a witch's castle, as a place of 
fierce teachers and cruel children" 

Lawrence B. Perkins 1957: 7 

The first day of pre school life, leads towards the education, socialization and 
maturation development process of the child. Therefore as the first experience of this 
social ladder, the pre-school should be a place where can stand on with stability and 
surely. To receive the stability confidently the school need to be facilitated the spatial 
needs of childhood, which reaches, to his all-developmental stages. 

The school as a reflection of 
the spirit of children 

Source: Hampshire Architecture, 1985: 1 

The entrance and the format view of the school would be able to crate a great impact on 
child's mind. The way school seeing, the way approaching to the school are more 
important for the newcomer while he is attending to it newly. Therefore such places has 
a great contribution for achieving the sense of security to the child in order to make him 
comfortable psychologically. 

"A school building need to be designed as a welcoming building, even from a distance. 
While the student approaches, he see the life inside the building and he can feel that he 
is a part of building life" 

Lawrence B. Perkins 1975: 8 

Therefore it can be said that the school environment would be a place in which the 
whole life of the child stands and should be protected the innocent free spirit of him. 
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Source : Work place for learning 1957 : 12 

When the school environment provides a good set of expressions, about its life 
throughout the whole area, the physical setting, spatial arrangement, the colours and 
textures, the play areas, work places and class rooms the child brings back the sense of 
intimacy from the school. It causes to create the ensurance of his security needs within 
the school. 

The sense of security is an important factor need to be considered within pre-school 
environments due to fulfiling the educational goals of them. Further explanation, the 
child would not be able to act freely, if he is not fulfilled his secure within a place. 
Therefore as the pre school education greatly depends on the interaction between the 
child and environment. The spatial needs related with his sense of security protection or 
intimacy should be fulfilled properly for achieving the educational goals and for 
motivating the child towards the exploration in making up his mind free and 
comfortable. 
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"All children seek to explore, and appropriate space as an initial response to the 
realization of their own independence within the safety if the kindergarten 
environment." 

Mark Dadek, 1996:97 

Open planing and colonnaded 
verandhas encourage the visual 
relationships between the inside life 
and outside This will encourage 
the sense of intimacy. 

The child becomes aware about the environment by the experiences, which he receives 
from its physical and social relationships. Therefore the experiences of school life due 
to the development of childhood is more important. The child would motivate to get 
interest to explore and also get ready to learn only through the assurance of his 
protection and security. 

Coloured framing windows 
with child's scales and also 
the coloured doors, their 
textures, the alive front yard 
will be helpful to create a 
preferable connection 
between child and school. 

Source: Work plan for learning, 1957:60 

Therefore the child may feel free enough with the friendly and open armed environment 
in which he has no point to be fear. 

Source: Work place for learning , 1957:11 
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According to the previous chapter, the sense of security greatly contributes to the sense 
of belonging also. Due to the self-acceptance and the spatial properties in which he acts 
upon the child would feel comfortable psychologically and ensures about his belonging 
in his home. 

But as a new experience the child would not be able to satisfy about sense of belonging. 
With the time period he may adapt to the situation and brings back his mind to the 
school life as a day to day event. Therefore it would be satisfied through a proper spatial 
arrangements, with various colours, textures and objects, pictures and figures which has 
a relationship with the childhood preferences. 

;-j fin The sense of belonging is achieved ;-j fin 
in some places where a kind of in some places where a kind of 
emotional attachment with the child 
is existing. is existing. 

Source : Architectural Records 

At pre-school age, the child's attachment of a place due to his sense of belonging is 
grown with the colour appearance, different textures and with pictures of it , which is 
mostly related to the child's own fantasies of the world. 

The sense of belonging of a place of a child is related with its size and the scale also. 
Child size buildings and the spaces which are created for their scale, proportionately 
small scale niches, dens may help the child to feel and act freely and comfortably. 
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Rear courtyard of a pre school 
provides the sense of security for 
the free act of child's life. 



Source : Kindergarten Architecture : 1996 ;97 

Child sizes equipment and 
arrangements made easy to 
encourage his trust about 
the sense of self-confidence 
and build up his 
independence. 

3.5.1: Fulfi lment of sense of security and sense of belonging 

St. Br idge t ' s Conven t Montessori School, Colombo 7 

Figure 3.5.1a 

Entrance porch and common space of children. 

Low scaled entrance porch 
provides a gathering place 
for a child and the parent 
both. It would create a 
remarkable effect on child 
for smoothing the moment 
of separation from his 
parents. But the covering 
mesh reduces its positive 
effect and bringing 
restricted feelings about the 
place, in order to fulfil the 
child's sense of security and 
belonging (Figure 3.5.1a). 
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The entrance porch leads to 
the children's common 
space directly and 
encourages the relationship 
between them. It would 
bring a certain kind of sense 
of intimacy on child's mind. 
Therefore as soon as child 
enters to the school, he may 
contact with the main space 
visually, where the children 
gather and heighten the 
sense of belonging (3.5.1 b). 

The large, spacious children's common space provides a bird cage and small scale built 
in seats, earth related colours, rough surface finishes and a small scale statue of Lady 
Maria at a lower height. All of them embody together for providing a place for children 
with physical and psychological comfort. 

Considering spatial relationships, it shows a sensible visual connection with the primary 
school, the open play area and also with entrance porch of the school. Therefore the 
spatial arrangement is strengthening the sense of security within their common space of 
the school (Figure 3.5.1 b). 

The statue of Lady Maria provides a sense of belonging symbolically in a broader sense, 
in a large context, throughout the whole school. And on the other way, it is placed at a 
lower height, within the child's perceptual limitations, directs towards the series of 
classrooms locating along the building. Therefore the child would feel that all of 
classrooms (all of them), belongs to the common space, to the Lady Maria, to the whole 
school. This direction of pathway helps to tie up all the classrooms together and 
influence them for interaction with each other. This would have to be discussed under 
the third spatial need (Figure 3.5.1c). 
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Figure 3.5.1 b 

The spatial arrangement of common space 



The statue of Lady Maria which is directed 
along with the learning classrooms 

The rear garden of the Pre 
School has been converted 
to the play area of children. 
It is covered with the 
primary school playground 
and receives visual 
relationship through the 
green colour mesh. 
Therefore the play area is 
properly fulfilling its sense 
of security. 

The play area of pre-school is consisted with the child scale play houses and other play 
objects and equipment, which would help to expand the child's sense of belonging. But 
because of the mesh in between the classrooms and play area, child's free way of 
movements is reduced and discourages his role of play (Figure 3.5.1 d). 
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Figure 3.5.1 e 

Front Corridor 

Front yard of school is also restricting the 
relationship between the greenery and the 
veranda. It only provides the visual 
enhancement to the inside of building. The 
linear veranda directs the child along the 
building he may receive from the front 
yard except the visual exploration. 
Therefore it may weaken the sense of 
belonging of the child. The spacious 
corridor provides a play area for a small 
group of children. Every classroom 
provides access to the corridor and expands 
the spatial area of the child. It strengthens 
his sense of belonging (Figure 3.5.1 e). 

F i g u r e 3.5.1 f 

A playhouse 

The child-sealed playhouse is 
properly fulfilling the child's 
spatial attachment for small-
scale plays where the adults 
would not attend. 

The office room is located at the corner of the building where the principal lives (That 
area was designed as a play veranda but is converted into an office now). Access given 
to it is not from the classroom but from the veranda, would help to increase a certain 
amount of separation for child's psychological comfort (Figure 3.5.1 g). 
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Figure 3.5.1 g 

The Office Room 

Figure 3.5.1 h 

The Altar 
In upper floor there is a small altar, 
relates to child's scale and to his 
proportions where the child can stand 
on fearlessly . 

The built- in seats around it creates a gathering place for little children, which promotes 
the awakening conceptualizations of the religion. This applies a greater sense of 
belonging on child's mind towards the school experience as a place of their own. 
(3.5.1 h). 

C o n c l u d i n g Remarks : 

Though the sense of security and the belonging is applied in generally by the school 
environment, there are some weaknesses within it, due to the restrictions between the 
open veranda and children play area. There is no significance of child's life within the 
front court; it could have provided a greater contribution in terms of providing the sense 
of security and belonging. The other fact need to be considered is the relationship 
between the common space and classrooms, the lack of equivalence. The classroom 
locating near the common space would receive much greater belonging feeling than the 
other classes. 
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3.5.2 Fulf i lment of sense of secur i ty and sense of belonging 

St . A n t h o n y ' s pre-school , Borel la 

F igure 3.5.2 a 

Main entrance of the school 
with front yard 

f 

Figure 3.5.2 b 

Side view of the school from the 
church building 

The school with its whole image senses as a fortress looking building. But with its 
various textures, colours and the way it is painted brings a world of fantasy. Therefore it 
has been able to reduce the strange fortress looking appearance and convert it into a set 
of pleasant images (figure 3.5.2 a and figure 3.5.2 b). 

Entrance porch leads to the main lobby, which is at a higher level, where the spiral 
staircase reaching up. Therefore as soon as the child enters, he is exposed to the whole 
school life. The upper mesanile floor provides double height volume for the main space 
of children and also the play area contributes to it, creating a sensual intimacy, 
ensurance of security and the belonging to the world of childhood in school. The whole 
school embodies with each other and creates sense of belonging throughout a series of 
spatial relationships. Each classroom has an equal connection with the main space 
where a spacious gathering place is provided for the children. (Figure 3.5.2 c and Figure 
3.5.2 d) 
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F igure 3.5.2 c 

Entrance porch 
The classrooms have a great 
relationship with the main space of 

children and also with the play area. The sense of security and the belonging receives 
through this spatial relationship with free way of movements encourages the child's 
play (Figure 3.5.2 e). 

F i g u r e 3.5.2 e 

Classroom placing near play area 
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Figure 3.5.2 f 

Interior of the pre school 

The colour applications, 
their textures and patterns 
enhance the school life of 
the child But the lightning 
condition within the interior 
is relatively poor (Figure 
3.5.2 f). 

Figure 3.5.2 g 

The spiral staircase in the main lobby 

The child sealed spiral 
staircase facilitates the free 
way of movement and 
encourages the playfulness. 
Children use the built-in 
seat provided around the 
staircase as a play object 
(Figure 3.5.2 g). 
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Children seek places relating 
to their scale unconsciously 
due to his belonging needs 
Those children find out 
places such as under their 
teacher's desk where they 
feel the fulfilment of 
protection (Figure 3.5.2 h ). 

Figure 3.5.2 h 

Secret places of children 

Two lavatories are located at the either sides of the main lobby Therefore the whole 
school ties up with each other, fulfilling the child's sense of security and belonging 
throughout the whole school area. 

Figure 3.5.2 j 

Interior view of a bathroom 

The child would not be able to 
reach the wash basin as it does 
not relate with child's scale where 
there is no enough lightning. 
Therefore his sense of belonging is 
weak and could not strengthen his 
self control about those activities 
(Figure 3.5.2 j ) 
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Concluding Remarks: 

The progression o f the achieving sense of security and the belonging is at a higher level . 

But the spaciousness o f outdoor play area seems to be small and the lightning condition 

is not at a commendable level. The bathroom equipment is not suited to the chi ld ' s 

scale. These features reduce the impact o f sense o f security and be longing on chi ld ' s 

mind. 
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3.6 C A S E S T U D Y 2 : F U L F I L M E N T O F T H E N E E D F O R E X P L O R A T I O N 

W I T H I M A G I N A R Y LN P R E S C H O O L E N V I R O N M E N T 

Considering the pre- school education the spatial need of exploration with imaginary 
has an important role due to succeeding of the child's pre-school education goal. When 
the child feels of any satisfaction about the sense of security and belonging, his next 
reaction about the place gets towards the exploration activities of him. 

Naturally the pre-school child is inquisitive and preferably attached to the places where 
various colours, textures and pictures are consisted in it. The material and the objects 
within it, and the spatial qualities, which contributes with lighting conditions and the 
volumetric variations etc., also have a great impact on child's mind due to the 
exploration activities 

Exploration activities mainly based on the activities which dealing with the child's 
senses, collecting information and the child is directed to the new mental operation with 
their pre-conceptual imaginations worlds and make him ready for learning. Therefore 
according to pre-school education goals, the exploration with imaginary can be 
considered as the most important spatial need in order to succeeding his pre-educational 
period. 

" We have already touched upon the significance 
of the artistic expressions as a v/ay of 
developing perceptions in young children. An 
over-emphasise on spoken language as a way of 
communicating at its most basic level stultifies 
the development of other important sensory 
organs (eyes, ears and hands) in particular 
during these early years. 

MarkDudek 1996 . 109 
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Exploration is used by the pre-school child as a media of communication, in order to 
collecting information and sharpening the senses and also preparing for the next stage of 
developmental process. 

Source - Hampshire Architecture, 1985:27 

The exploration of pre-school child is relating with his imagination power of mind. The 
environment consisting with the sensual variations such as colour, texture, light, sound 
etc. inspire children towards worlds of fantasies and a world of imaginary childhood. 

As discussed in chapter two, the exploration of childhood is mainly based on their role 
of play. Therefore the child would be able to motivate to explore, with inquisitive and 
awakening childish mind, through enlargement of their freedom for playing within a 
place. 

" Young pre-school children communicate 
in many languages and all the senses 
should be stimulated by the architecture to 
create a true learning environment." 

Mark Dudek, 1996:109 
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The children are encouraged 
for group play The 
spacious environment, with 
earthly textured surfaces 
child's size work tops and 
play materials inspired the 
child to a world of playing. 

The ideas receiving by seeing, touching and experiencing would be helpful to increase 
their quality of exploration of the place. These reflecting inspirations can be considered 
as the conduits of learning experiences of pre-school child. Therefore the romantic ideas 
of their free innocent spirit of childhood need to be protected by appropriate 
environmental conditions. 

"The quality of their 
surroundings also affects their play. 
Fast moving loud and over 
stimulating or dreamy, gentle, 
magical environments induce 
different responses. Not only to 
children play differently in a street 
beneath a motor way fly over or in 
a woodland glade. But also in 
rooms of different qualities 

Source: Work place for learning, 1957;26 
They also play differently with inflexible formed and simply experienced solids and 
fluid materials such as water, sand or clay. Elusively formed and coloured textured and 

* 
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so on things like tree roofs, soft dolls and cloth support their vivid power of 
imagination" 

Day, C. 1995 

Veranda is opened to the 
outside world through the 

P long glass panels. The red 
glass pane placing at the 
child's eye level bringing 
a reddish world with a 

* world of fancy ideas. 

Source - Work place for learning 1957 : 13 

The way of window placing 
provides a gathering place for 
children and inspires them visual 
explore world of imaginary. 

Source : Architectural records 

Covered forms, volume differentiation and 
the pictures and figures, textural patterns of 
surfaces encourages the explorative quality 
within the place. 



Informal out door space is awaken 
the imaginary childish world 
through the motivations, to explore 
the beauty of nature through all the 
senses with them 

Source : Work place for learning : 1957 : 1 

The exploration of childhood is mainly based on their most prominent activity of child's 
free play. 
" In free play the child's autonomy is developed It's influences determined by the 
availability and arrangements of materials, objects and the visual appearance, the 
physical properties of them. The children need free to select the form of play they enjoy. 
The aims during the free play are to be provided maximum opportunity for self -
regulation and experimentation" 

On the other word the free play is the activity which leads towards the socialization of 
the child. Free play is the way that the child begin to interact with his peers, adults as 
well as with his environment. 

Therefore the spatial relationship of a pre-school environment need to be directed 
towards the need of the children. The structure, outside arrangement, inside 
arrangement, their sensual qualities (colour, texture etc.) and the whole life within them 
should support the children into their social learning as well as sensory-motor and pre 
operational learning. 

J.T. Wohiwill, 1980 : 251 
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The child can improve his 
motor activities through the 
free play of exploration. 
The environment would be 
afforded to the pre school 
child, the opportunity to 
learn by moving and 
stimulates a full range of 
movements for body 
control, object control and 
control of self in spaces; 

Source : Work Place for Learning, 1957, 43 such as , sitting, crawling, 
bouncing, running, climbing, jumping, grasping and etc. Therefore every pre school 
environment need to facilitate the sense of physical and psychological motivation to 
explore. 
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3.6 C A S E S T U D Y 2 : Fulf i lment of the need of explorat ion and imaginary 

3.6.1 S t B r i d g e t ' s C o n v e n t M o n t e s s o r i , Co lombo 7 

The outdoor play space and 
the play objects, small play 
house encourages the 
child's activity of play. But 
it restricts their free way of 
movements towards the 
world of play by the green 
coloured mesh placed in 
between the open veranda 
and play area(Figure 3.6.1a) 

Figure 3.6.1 a 

The out door play area of children 

The smooth colours and its mat surface 
enhance the life of children. The child 
sealed staircase provides openings along 
the path (Figure 3.6.2 b) . 

Figure 3.6.2 b 

Interior view towards a staircase 



Figure 3.6.1 c 

Volumatic expression of 
the lobby area 

The covered, organic form staircase with a series of 
openings motivate the child to explore the 
Environment (Figure 3.6.1 c and Figure 3.6.1 d) 

Figure 3.6.1 d 

Volumatic expression 
of the staircase 

Figure 3.6.1 e 

Front verandah of the school 

The green coloured mesh in between the 
front yard and the open front verandah 
restricts the free floor way movements of 
the child (Figure 3.6.1 e). 

4 
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Halfly raised partition walls 
» 

are used as the work tops of 
class room. It cut off the 
visual exploration of the 
child between in door and 
out door, because it is too 
high compared to the child's 
scale. Other way, it can be 
said that will grow up the 
curiosity of the child. 

Figure 3.6.1 f 

View through classroom towards the play area 

But it has no proper provision to the out door through large openings, the curiosity of 
the child may be restricted (Figure 3.6.1 f). 

The upper half walls also exceed 
the child's height in order to 
ensure his security and protection. 
But it provides a certain amount of 
visual exploration through a series 
of large openings. 

F i g u r e 7 

An opening in the upper flow 

C o n c l u d i n g R e m a r k s : 

Though there are positive applications in the environment in terms of providing a better 
fulfilment for need of exploration and imaginary, the restrictions between the child and 
his free play, reduce his ability to explore. 
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3.6.2 Fulf i lment of the need of explorat ion with imaginary : 

St. A n t h o n y ' s Pre School , Borel la 

F igure 3.6.2a 
View through the main space from 
Play area to upper lobby level 

The main lobby area facilitates the sense of physical and psychological exploration in 
clear way through the whole environment. The main space is free from obstructions and 
encourages the free play of child (Figure 3.6.2a). 

The colours and the textures, the vertical and the horizontal spatial movements, the 
voids of the masonry floor, the child scaled half walls with provision the visual 
exploration, tie with each together in order to facilitating the child's need of exploration 
and imaginary. (Figures 3.6.2a, 3.6.2b,3.6.2c and 3.6.2d). 



Figure 3.6.2c 

The stair case provisioning to the upper floor 

The movement towards play area is encouraged 
By the openings and the spatial movements in it. 

Fig 3.6.2 e 

The landscape arrangement of 
Play area 
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Figure 3.6.2d 

The ramp at upper floor 
running in between two 
voids 

F i g u r e 3.6.2 f 

Entrance to the' play area 
from outside f » i 



The fine sand area with winding paths, greenery and the play objects of the external 
landscape for play increase the sequence of explorative quality (Figure 3.6.2e). 

The entrance gate is enhances by framing the view of the play. The coloured, oval shape 
brick surface helps to highlight it's effect from the ourside world. (Figure 3.6.2f) 

Figure 3.6.2 g Figure 3.6.2 h 

Staircase from play area The ramp within upper floor 
to the upper flow 

The spatial arrangements of 
upper floor and It's gradual 
sequential process, the 
whole spatial experiences is 
sufficient to enrich the 
exploration needs of 
childhood . 



The internal walls, curving safety, are welcoming and encourages the movements 

around the building. Therefore the internal arrangements provides a active way of life 

for the child through encouraging the physical activities (Figures.3.6.2 g, 3.6.2h and 

3.6.2J) 

Concluding remarks 

Exploration through play is encouraged by its all horizontal and vertical surfaces. When 

considering the whole essence of it, it has a certain kind of over stimulating influence to 

the child. However the application of spatial arrangements both external and internal 

considerably sufficient for fulfilling the need of exploration. 
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3.7 CASE STUDY 3 : T H E FULFELMENT O F T H E N E E D O F P R I V A C Y A N D 

NEED O F I N T E R A C T I O N LN P R E S C H O O L E N V I R O N M E N T 

The need of privacy can be considered as an essential psychological need within the pre 
school age childhood. In pre-conceptual, pre operational life period, the child shows 
inherent need to be alone and to be quiet which relates with his power installing with 
him the world of imaginary. 

"The urge towards privacy within the public milieu of the kindergarten enables children 
to develop their own games either alone or with their chosen playmates, free from the 
inhibiting presence of adults and other young children, hence fantasy and imagination 
can be fully explored." 

MarkDudek, 1996: 27 

The urge towards hidden holes, 
small dens where children can 
construct their world of 
fantacies without any 
disturbance. This is a most 
important psychological need 
essential for his personal 
development. 

Seeking of privacy in pre school age has an initial response for the realization of their 
own independence within the safety. Therefore providing privacy with the ensurance of 
security effect positively for the process of constructing his own personality and also for 
the confidence about their abilities. 
The other spatial attachment within the need of privacy embodies with the places which 
are hidden from the adults and which are related with their small-scale territories. This 
kind of attachment help to heighten the feelings of child's autonomy within a public 
world. 
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Need of interaction is the basic motivation of the child towards the socialization. The 
common places of pre school environment have an impact on these spatial needs of 
children. When the environment provides a cheerful, warm and a positive arrangements 
to interact with each other as well as with the environment, the child may bring back a 
strong personality and would be able to create friendly attitude towards their small 
community life. 

The interaction of pre
school children are 
encouraged by its spatial 
arrangements, the colour, 
textures and the multi 
functioning spatial objects 
within it. It provides an easy 
communication between the 
children, between the 
children and teacher and 
also between the 
environment and children. 

• \ lliriii I P3r Hi 
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Source: Architectural Records 

Though the spatial expression has a quality 
of movement, there is a certain amount of 
encouragement for providing an informal 
gathering place, where child could have 
emotional attachment with its colour 
appearence. 

Source: Architectural Records 
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"Kindergarten should allow the child the possibility for as a kind therapy and secondly 
that the design for a sense of privacy and secrecy away from the adult world has crucial 
benefits in terms of the development of self confidence, autonomy and ultimately 
learning during these difficult transformations " 

MarkDudek, 1996 : 98 

Source. Work place for learning 

Some times it can be said that the seeking of privacy has a hidden psychological need 
for ensurance of protection. Therefore providing privacy in pre school environment has 
a contribution to fulfil his spatial need about the sense of security. 

Small niches, pens that are closely related 
with their scale, children feel free to enter 
easily to their world of imaginary, which is 
enhanced their spirit of childhood. 

Source: Architectural Records 
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Source : Architectural Records 

The area provides a sense of spatial 
separation for small groups of 
children with applying the level 
differentiation. Therefore though it 
has a visual connection it receives 
certain amount of privacy because 
of the different level. 

The children seek privacy 
by achieving a sense of 
enclosure. 

Source : Work place for learning, 45 

Considering A and B the 
two arrangements of 
classrooms, interaction 
within A has a great impact 
on child more than the 
arrangement of B. 

Source: Work place for learning, 1957 ; 24 
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Each child's position within 
A has a better awareness 
about himself as well as the 
teachers, and others. But B 
does not facilitate to that 
degree. 

B 
Source: Work place for learning, 1957 ; 41 

3.7.1 : T h e fulfilment of the need of pr ivacy and interaction 

St. Br idget Conven t Montessor i , Colombo 7 

Figure 3.7.1a 

Front verandah 

Front verandah has a sense of separation 
from the common area. But it does not 
provide enough enclosure for fulfilling the 
privacy need of child (Figure3.7.1a). 

y 
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The upper level balcony has degree of 
succession as it is comparatively small-
scale and the sense of enclosure is 
provided greater in which has a possibility 
to create a place with privacy for himself 
or selected small groups (Figure 3.7. lb). 

Figure 3.7. lb 
Balcony at upper level 

Formal type of furniture arrangement reduces the mood of interaction between children. 
The interaction between the child and the environment is always discouraged by the 
mesh (figure 3.7. lc). 

Figure 3.7.1c 

Common space of children 

Figure 3.7.1 d 

View through classroom towards the main space 
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The furniture arrangement 

of the classroom does not 

encourage the interaction 

between the environment 

and the child. The spatial 

objects and the materials 

available in the classroom is 

also limited (Figure 3.7.Id 

and 3.7.le) 

Figure 3.7.1e 

View of a classroom 

The child's socialization is lead by the role 

of play. But here as the restrictions on play 

indirectly causes an ill effect on childhood 

in terms of fulfilling their need of 

interaction (Figure 3.7. If). 

Figure 3.7.1f 

The Rear Verandah 
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Concluding Remarks: 

The fulfilment of the spatial needs of privacy and the need of interaction seem to be 

relatively poor. The mesh in between out door and in door is the major negative factor 

affected on the child's freedom. 
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3.7.2 The fulfilment of the need of privacy and interaction: 

St. Anthony's pre school, Borella 

Figure 3.7.2a 

Store area of the school 

Figure 3.7.2b 

Main lobby area 

A group of children feel 
free to select the strange 
area as a place of their own, 
where there is no visual 
connection with the teacher. 
This situation reflects the 
fulfilment of the sense of 
privacy (Figure 3.7.2a). 

The steps reaching down to 
the common area of the 
children are used as a mini 
theatre by the children. 
Therefore the common area 
provides the reflection of 
their own lives. The play 
area and the back courtyard 
provide a background view 
for their performances. 
There is a good quality of 
interaction in between the 
children and also with the 
environment (figure 3.7.2b). 



F i g u r e 3.7.2 c 

Common area of the school 

The spacious common 
space has a great 
relationship with the play 
court, provides an informal 
gathering place with 
physical and psychological 
comfort and encourages 
child's interaction (Figure 
3.7.2c). 

Figure 3.7.2d 

A view of the play court. 

The easy provision to the 
play court encourages the 
child's role of play, which 
leads him towards 
interaction with each other, 
and with the environment 
(Figure 3.7.2d and 3.7.2e). 

Figure 3.7.2e A view through the play court 
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Concluding Remarks: 

The fulfilment of the need of privacy is relatively weak but the fulfilment of the need of 

interaction provides in a greater degree 

r 
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CONCLUSION 

T 



C O N C L U S I O N 

Early experiences o f childhood create a powerful effect on his w h o l e developmental 

process. Therefore providing child a conducive environment to provide favourable 

spatial relationships is necessary in developing process of childhood into a physically 

and psychological ly adequate adulthood . A child's conception o f space develops in 

specific stages namely sensory-motor, pre conceptual/pre operational, concrete 

operational, and formal operational experiences of space,which bear direct relationships 

with his spatial needs T h e s e spatial needs are elaborated into three categories namely 

the sense o f security and sense o f belonging , the need of exploration and imaginary , 

and the need o f privacy and the need of interaction. These spatial needs wi th his 

attachment to a place change along with his development process. 

Failure to fulfil such spatial needs ultimately results the lack o f basics, wh ich are 

essential for his development process and creates him for a unbalanced incomplete 

person in physically and psychologically. Considering pre schools the chi ld 's spatial 

needs are greatly related with his pre educational goals. A s the first socially common 

environment, pre school has a great potential for the whole development process oh his 

life, predominantly for his education. Pre school education is mostly based on the 

interactions and the experiences a child receives through his physical and social 

environment. Therefore failure to fulfil the spatial needs, disturb chi ld ' s mentality and 

discourage to have optimum interaction with the environment and the society. 

Though the two selected examples o f pre schools touch the spatial needs o f pre school 

childhood, it is not known how far the other established pre schools have achieved this 

fulfilment. Thus the conclusion cannot be stressed in a larger context. But it can be said 

though they have been identified as good designs by the society, they are also lacking 

some factors related to the child 's spatial needs which are dealt wi th the pre educational 

goals . 

Finally, it can be stressed that although the child is influenced by many factors o f the 

society such as cultural, religious and etc. his spatial needs has a great contribution to 

his development to obtain a proper education, socialization and a strong personality. 
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